
  

FORTRESS FUN-DING 

INTRODUCTION 

A modern Coin Telephone set must provide new 

features that will become telephone industry standards 
coin telephone services are upgraded by Operating 

Cowpanies!. Among these are a high quality, reliable, 
electronic coin value signalling system and e# variable 
inittal rate coin totalizing circuie. A new elect- 

Tronic tone generating circuit has replaced the mechan- 
ical gong eyetem of eignalling coin values in pay 
phones. The signalling circuit produces the coded 
audible tone signala which have been adopted by most 
Korth American telephone operating companies to signal 
coin denominarions from # coin telephone to s toll 
operator. In addition, it provides coin value pulses 
which are counted by a Variable Initial Rate (VIR) 
totalizing circuit. 

  

The cofn signalling circuit, developed for new 
@ingle-slot coin telephones, eliminates the bulky 
mechanical gongs, making room for a new fraud resist- 
ant coin chute. It improves the quality of cotn 
signalling heard by the operator by providing a 
consistent sound which varies less in level with the 
norma) variations in line length between the telephone 
set and the ewitching office. Signalling security is 
improved by muting the telephone handset receiver 
during the time that the tones are on the line. 

  

The totalizing circuit tllustrates the flexibility 
gained by using electronica in coin sets. It will 
allow the operating company to select the desired 
initial rate for local calls and to alter the rate in 
S¢ smounts by a very simple Field modification. If 
the wet is used with @ switching office which provides 
@ free emergency calling service, the output of the 
totalizing circuit may be used to control an electron- 

ic switch which 18 interrogated by the switching 
office. With such e system, the coin ace ie operative 
without coin deposit but the switching office will 
deny service to all but free calls unless the initial 
rate ts deposited. 

SELECTION OF TECHNOLOGY 

The coin signalling problem has been approached 
in the past with a combination of electromechanical 
and bipolar technologies, However, problems arise 
with reliability, power supply, and the need to seitch 
the telephone line between the signalling circuit and 
the telephone voice circuit. Thus, important design 
objectives for the new coin circuit were to operate on 
the power available from the telephone line and to be 
directly connected in parallel with the voice circuit 
of the telephone set. Complementary MOS technology 
vee chosen for the coin signalling circuit because of 
its low power consumption, excellent noise immunity, 
and wide supply voltage and temperature tolerance. It 
le ideally suited to the Coin Telephone Set applica- 
tion which demands high performance in each of these 
characteristics. The major part of the system, all 
the digital logic functions and three linear amplif- 
ders for the tone oscillator, are fabricated on two 
integrated circuits using metal gate CIWS technology. 
Discrete devices are provided for circult resect and 
pover handling situations such os relay driving, and 
transient and polarity protection. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

When the telephone handset is lifted, @ line 
sultch contact applies central office battery to the 
circuft via the Ring and Tip leads (Fig. 1). A power 
supply and protection circuit increas the available 
supply voltage by approximately 1.8V de to maintain 
the minimum 3V dc requirement of the circuit, corrects 
Line voltage polarity, and protects the circuit against 
transients on the line. An external reset circuit pro- 
vides an enabling input to the coin signalling and VIR 

Tu's after  300msec delay. The same circuit gives an 
irmediate disabling input after any break in the power 
supply which dissbles the circuit during operations 

such ga dial pulsing and coin collect/refund. Coin 
inputs appear as contact closures on three different 
Input leads, one for each of the 5, 10 and 25¢ denom- 
{nationa. The CMOS mfcrocircuit translates these into 
coded tone bursts for transmission to the central 

office (Fig. 2). Digital signals are also provided at 
the start and finish of each cycle to operate a re- 
culver muting latching reed relay. The oscillator 

Seeds a driver transistor Tl which is normally biased 
eff to present a high impedance to the line. R1 con- 
trols the magnitude of the transmitted tone. The 
totalizer circuit receives from the coin signalling 
circuit a pulse for every 5¢ increment of deposited 
coinage. It totalizes the amount and when the preset 
Initial Rate is reached, actuates a relay. This relay 
may be used to enable the dial or in seta with free 
emergency calling capebility, to activate an electronic 
switch. The initial rate may be varied from Sc to 40¢ 
in S¢ increments. 

    

To improve the line balance ground isolation is 
provided, This circuit senses che presence of loop 
current and opens the ground path during the talking 
period, 

CMOS TUNE OSCILLATOR 

The gateable CMOS sine wave oscillator used in 
the coin sipmalling circuit utilizes three CHOS inver- 
ters (Ay,A2,A3 in Fig. 3) in the following way. In- 
verter Az is connected as a Colpiets type oscillator 
with the frequency determining elements being inductor 
Ly and the two capacitors Cy and C2 connected in 
series. Feedback of correct phase and magnitude is 
applied to the gate of Az by Providing an ac ground at 
the node of Cj and C2. The ac ground is provided by 
connecting the input and output of \, together. Ry 
Provides stabilization of the output resistance of A2 
to control Frequency drift. Limiting diodes D],D2 and 
thermistor Ry) stabilize the oscilletor output voltage 
with regard to temperature and supply voltege varie- 
tions. Power for Ay and Az is provided vie series 
n-type devices which are switched by logic level "B" 
(Fig. 2). The sine wave fs present throughout the 
signalling cycle. Tone bursts are crested by gating 
the oscillator output into Ay using the coin value 
code pulses generated by the logic. This method of 
hating a constant sine wave was chosen to achieve a 
fast rise time for the output tone burst. To have 
turned the oscillator on and off would have required a 
considerable number of off chip components to achieve 
an acceptably fast rise time. With this technique, 
the only “off chip" components are gain and frequency 
controlling elements. 
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- 4 shows the level of tone burets measured at 
termination at the C.0. for different tomp- 

eratures and line lenpths. 
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US TON   

The concept of the new coin signal Ing and 
totalizing circuit involves the use of a micropower 
technology with # capability for implementing lincar 
ee vell as digital functions, a tolerance for a wide 
range of power supply voltages and very high noise 
immunity both on inputs and the power supply. With 
@ technology having these features, the system can 
be placed directly in parallel with the telephone 
Speech network without causing tranamission los, 
without changing the equalization characteriaticn of 
the speech network, and wirhour going to the added 
expense of a local power supply. 

Systems for improving the security of Coin Tele- 
Phone eignalling and for providing automared Jony 
distance calling (DDD) are under investigation. 
While the detuils of such systems are not settled, ft 
fe clear that they vill require much more digital 
Processing at the coin station. Improved signalling 
between switching office and coin set as well ax ex- 
panded totalizing and storage functions can be 
achieved with cechnology and design methods based on 
those that have proven successful in the present 
coin stgnalling and cotalizing circuits. 

LETTERS FROM READERS 

On Long Island if you dial 958 you get a 
computer with a voice which announces the 
number from which you are calling. I have 
been told that if there is a tap on the line 
the voice doesn't say anything so it's one 
way of checking a line for a tap-- I don't 
know if this is a fact and, if so, it is 
because of some condition on the line which 
Prevents the computer from uttering anything 
or if the phone co programs the computer 
not to respond to 958 calls which come from 
numbers they have taps on-- or what happens 
if it isn't a MA Bell approved tap. I also 
don't know 1f 958 produces any response 
from fenes outside of my own area-- but 
in Long Island it does produce a response. 
I've been to people's homes where they have 
an unlisted phone and have thoughtfully 
removed the number from the phone so their 
casual guests can't get it-- o1' 958 has 
come through every time! 

seo womens Free magazines? Easy! Next time you ao to 
a doctor or dentist's office, sort through 

- the mags in his waiting room. See any you 
like? Pull off the address sticker on the 
front cover, attach it to the change of 

‘nai Sie address coupon in the magazine, and send it 
back to the publisher. In a few weeks you'll aa be getting the magazine (hopefully at your 
P.0. box). Sometimes it takes the better 
part of the year before Doc realizes what 
happened and then yets it straightened out! 

Good luck! 
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Producing Short-Run Printed Circuit Boards 
Bue of the widespread de 

mand tot panied cucuils as 
LeQialed Cacuily Meche 

would be Capable of producing 
hort ran quathie. of prnted creuit 

Leal tor probit ype work 
Printed Crcut beard labncalon in 
choot late staloty has hequenlly been 

Ne act OF pasting Gecals ai 
1 Clad boards ang 

an etchant solution 
arian persulphate or ferne 
10 One 1 LIMO e Ine excess 

copeer The sludent has therelore been 
Wanted 16 the ploduichon ol ane board at a 
fre and rust begs again from scratch 
Ww) Order I Make aby Changes in addr 
hon because af the undercutting alony 
The edges of the tape the quality of the 
punted CuCun Boards Geveloped by Uns 
GHeCT Technique leaves a great deal 10 be 
desired 

One way ol overcoming these prob. 
ferns 1 10 use @ photographic process n 
Which uRtawalel ght shown Inrough @ 
pholunegalve of the Lape layup exposes 
an uitrawolet ight sensinzed chemcal on 
the Copper clad board Then the board 5 
bathed 1 the etchant 

en 
   

   
  

   

  

  

  

A Low-Cost Variation 

The mayor onechon to the photo 
Qlaptuc lechnique has been the expense 
associated with the camera equipment it 
tequies Ai The Coliege of Staten Island 
AU En pioy a ken Gost bystem for the pro- 

duchon ob show tuns of printed cucu 
boalds ung a vanaton on ine slanaard 
DROIOgTADING Hechrnaue This lechirnqué 
elminaies bull Ihe expensive photo 
Graphic equipment and the problems i 
volved Gest layug Of paste Ons onto 

the Copper Clag board Further Ine tect 
Aucque allows Shudtents 10 GeSigN and fab 
Neale NeW Own PING Ctl Rac, yet 
also permits Inited Quantity production 
fans 

Qu tecrigue uses no camera tn 
stead we expose 3M Company pnoto 
fecersing hin to ulleawolel light shown 
Mrough Ine orginal af tape layup on 
myiat The teouit 6 @ teversal of the 
atleorr Mal Cah be Used wh turn as Ihe 

egalive FoF The produchon of punted cit 
ads Here is abst of the matenals 

no eQUIpENeO! we USE Kis pIccess. 

  

   

   

PARIS telephone company 
Rat squeiched » do-it yoursell electranic 
dating service for French bonelyhearts, 
stamping out what st called © unoliicial ex 
ploiLation ol the system 

‘A whining sound has been anstalied 
telephone circu that gives the exact ime 
every 10 seconds The whine prevents 
aoc eda of people fromm shouting thei 

phone numbers to each other in 
tm sieae silence between each recorded an 

"lect to officials of Posies et Tele 
communications, the state-run post alfice 
aad icleokone company. subscribers call: 

  

Matenais 
Kodak Photo Resist Kk PR) Type 3 
Kodak Ortho Resist developer 
Kodak Ono Resist irene 
Copper etchant (ammonium persul- 

phate or tern chionde) 
3M Scotchcal photo reversing tim 
Copper-clad boards 
Myiar shees 
Printed cucud Orating ars (Bishop, 

Kepto, oF equal) 
3M Scolchcal Geveloper and pads 

  

Equipment 
Ullraviole! Source 
Vacuum tame, of 12 by 12 glass plates 
Spray elcher(Any heated holding lank 

can be used to elch the copper-ciad 

board In some cases a small glass 
Way Mat nokds the etchants and is 
agdaied by hand can be used A 
small ish tank is just line ) 

Making the Negative 
1 The procedure jor manulactunng 

The negative 1s quile simple Sian out with 
& Schematic diagtam ol the project cur 
cuit The first lask 1s to convert the 
schemalic to & printed circuit board for- 
mal, laking into Consideration such tac- 
lors as the size of the components. the 
fockels. and tne power dissipation The 
Dnmary draft of the printed cucu board 
layout is a pencil drawing which will be 
used as a guide for laying oul the lape on 
clear acetate Dratting ards tor prinied 
cHcull Board layouls are (eadily available 
today all sizes and forms Win the use 
Of hese J108. Ihe students Lan lay out a 
professional looking board with a 
Meum of elfort 

2 Place the tinal tape layup over a 
sheet of Scotcncal reversing fim, clamp. 
the Iwo together ilo a vacuum tame, 
And expose both to ultraviolet hght Ex: 
Penunents will best determine the amount 
of exposure ime and Ine aisiance from. 
the source, although the specication 
sheets for correct exposure time. 
Supphed wilh the Scotcheal reversing 
fim, can setve as a reference The 
Scotchcal reversing fim us then devel 
oped using Scolchcal developer and 
fubbwig pads Rub off the unexposed 
coating that the Scoichcal developer has. 
sohened 

tng for the right time often would beat a 
of the line What they 

heard vee! something be ths 
ios 23 hours, nunutes and 8 see 

oul there, this 1s Francois, 
im iad feminine vowes on 
lane? Hw 23 hours. 12 munutes and 40 

Vers here, Frances, call 
it 13 hours and 13 mun 

Gal 
wes and 3 seconds...” 

‘The clandestine dial-a-date network be- 
came so well Keown ia Paris that the 

Making the Printed Circuit 
1 Once the photonegative has been 

manulactured, degrease the printed ow- 
Cuil Board The enlwe Goard should be 
Cleaned tree ol all dit and shin of Steel 
wool 1s hing for this purpose 

2 Wash the ponied citcul board m 
warm waler. and place tn an oven tod 

3 Apply KPR Type 310 the boara, 
The Guard should be at ambient lemper 
ature belore resist 1s applied 

4 Place Ihe prniled Cucud board m 
an oven for approxunately 15 minutes in 
Order to dry the phola resist 

5 Lay the pholo negative on top of 
the photo-sensinzed Printed cucuil 
board Then place the combmation in 
vacuum frame where the board wit be 
exposed The ullravoiel hghi used lo ex 
pose the board will polymerize the phato 
lacquer where t passes through the 
egal 

6 Nex!, place the board m a devel: 
Oping SoluliOn 1o wash off the unexposed 
lacquer 

7 Wash the board in 70°F waler 10 
temove the developing solution and 
Ronhardened lacquer 

8 The layout can now be seen on ine 
printed cucul board Check for any er 
tors 

9 Etch the punted cucu board. 
(Note that the finished printed circuit 
board al this pom has polymerized lac- 
quer over the copper conductors Il will 
have to be removed ) 

Conclusion 
When using ne methods described 

ebove tO produce printed circull boards. 

the cost of ihe materials 1s low, the quality 
of the tnishec board 1s excellent, and the 

sludeni who compieles a board gaing 
feeling of personal salislaction and ac: 
complishment because of the protes: 
sional quality of ne board We have found 
That sludenis lake more care and exhibit 
Qrealer interest in projects when printed 
cwcull boards ate used Consequently 
they learn more of tha jwcnrques Of Blec~ 

tronic fabrication 

  

Franch reer toi simply a “Le Renan 
~ “The Network " Such networks have 
‘Operated since the dawn uf the i 
age in Fraace. but none was more popular 

“L'Horloge Parlante” — ‘The 
Speaking Clock” 

One hundred callers were able te dial 

network would draw up to 
a dozen people into group discussions 

© Mabeliephobe is said to be « coined 
word used to describe anyone who dis- 
likes the talephone company A man 
recently was sentenced to verve fram 
aix months to a year ine Roaring 
Springs, Pa, jail for making 1124 
ebecene phone calla, all to Llephone 
company employes He must have 
teen 8 mabeliephabe, 

Energy 

‘theft’ 
targeted 

Public Unhues Com- 
meson Edward oH 
Hynes pointing (a litera 
ture mailed to Kew Jersey 
residents outlining meter 
tampering methods has 
asked Attorney General 
Jonn J Degnan 10 begin 
prosecuting energy thelt 
through meter tampering 

In a memo to the attor- 
ney general Hynes also 
asked for acon against 
Any groups or individuals 
who Urge of advise such 
theft 

  

“Ttas the estimate of the 
board's staff and the wtili- 
ties that energy theft in this 
wate lotals $15 million 10 
20 million per year That 
a energy used and there- 
re that must be 

paid for Hatortunate 
i a cost that 1s borne 
mlibty's Law-gtading cux 
tomers. Hynes said 

Haynes said anyone con 
Victed of tampering with 6 
eter with inient io de 
{road i bch 0 punt nub * 
eal of opto ms months in 
pail and a Tine of $1.08 plus 
Festitution 

“This is a growing pe 
fom, and strong atlirm- 
alive action must be tuken 
We must eradicate tbe no- 
tion that meter theft pays 
he commissioner said 

He said tampering with 
a meter is “extremely dan 
gerous” bec suse il evuld re 
Bult in electrocutiog yf im 

son Lampering iM) tbe 
Wve Wires. @ serrour elec ire 

cal hire or am the case of 
BAS pipes. a gas beak ut 
exphsion 

    

   

  

Bulletin Board Systems 

A computented bulletin board works 
bust hike ordinary bulletin board 
fydiem except that instead of paper and 
thumbiacks it uses a terminal, a’ compuler, 

an dial-up telephone network, 
it's a place to keave messages for every: 
Gane or for some particular person who, 
you know, browses the bulletin board 
‘occasionally 

‘The list below wee developed from 
veveral sources wcluding the Peripheral 
People im Mercer Island, Washington 
and the People's Message Sysiem in San- 

A Directory cf 144 Computerized 

bring computers and telecommunications 
into the bands of everyone While this 
the moat complete listing we have a5 of 
this writing, we would appreciate addi 
fions and conections. Send them to 
PCNET. PCC, PO. Boa E, Menlo Park 
CA 94025 oF re them on the PONET/ 
PCC Bulletin Board System for Dave 
Caulk uns, (415) 948. 1474 

      

All Use bulletin board systems listed 
bere can be accemsed by telephone using 
9 300-beud ASCH terminal and o Bell 
103 modem Most use carriage-return as 

  

  

  

anyone why calls, unlike the Arpanet 
which uw restrvted, and The Souine and 
MictoNel which cust money The list 
has been sorted by area code, consult 
your local telephone duectary (or geo 
raphical correspondence 

  

We are compiling 2 saiing Liat of people 
wterested in computers and telecom 
munication if you would like tu be 
On it, tend us a note at the address 
above Hf you are interested in PAN, 
PCNET's computer mail system for the 
PET, oend us a stamped. self addressed 

  

  

        

   

      

  

  

tee, Calfornis. It is being maintained ¢ speed reco, por character, after which velo, and we'll send you back by CC's PCNET project, our effort to they are self-ieaching. All ate free to laloreetion . . 

(200) 432-0093 (205) 7PS-3708 314) 030-7704 604) 607-2640 (714) 730-1208 
(200) O35-2220 0 (213) 799-1632 316) 7246-207@ (607) 754-5571 (714) 739-0711 
C200) B74-603F C213) 799-6514 (S19) 353-6528 © (609) 989-3970 © (714) 754-1422 
$201) O9N-7441 C213) G2E-O373 C319) 557-9619 = (612) V27-BPEH —-(714) 772-BBbB 
(201) 9OU-1074 C215) B2B-3400 (404) GRe-4220 © C14) 272-2759 (714) B9B-19B4 
(202) 337-4694 (203) 6439-5370 (408) 733-3461 (O14) 649-7097 (714) 962-2929 
(205) 945-1489 (214) 208-4859 (404) 790-@a1a = (O15) 254-9193 CBOI) 753-4900 
(206) 244-5438 C204) b34-266H 6094) 939-1520 C17) 154-4682 (903) 270-5372 
(206) 482-5136 (214) (404) 939-0429 © (B17) AT1-1499 (803) 270-5392 
(206) 524-0203 (214) (404) 953-0723 (417) 649-2097, 803) 279-5392 
206) 723-3282 (216) 745-785$ (405) 528-8009 C417) O44-301% — (03) 271-0927 
(206) 937-0444 (503) 566>080$ = 408) 241-1954 C417) 97-0346 — (905) Aaa 9904 
(209) 638-4392 (305) 609-3234 (408) 263-0248 (17) 943-8310 CBI) BIS-788E 

A212) 440-6576 (308) 272-4048 (41D (703) @73-9491 Bb) 841-7040 
(203) 276-4276 (305) (413) (703) 281-2123 18) 931-3155 
(213) 346-5706 (305) 9 (413) 493-7691 (703) 734-1387 (B17) BS5-3916 

Pope] (213) 329-3715 (312) 255-aaey (415) 661-0705 (703) 750-0930 (a1) O55-3918 
ay (213) 40-0155 0312) 29-0 — (405) 792-408 = (703) 893-9474 cI?) 923-0009 

Py $203) 349-5728 (312) 337-6631 CATS) 948-1474 (703) 978-2561 C901) 274-8194 
Ad CQU9) 360-4332 6912) 420-7995 (497) @42-7052 (713) 693-8080 = PO1) Ja2- ed C203) 394-1505 C312) S2G-7041 (4ST) 9AB-1474 (713) 977-7019 POT) 261-4743 
WH] (203) 395-1592 (312) 622-9409 (502) 245-8268 A714) 449-5489 (904) 243-1257 
YY) {2°3) 394-3905 C312) 767-0202 (303) 644-S810 (714) 463-0461 (904) 243-6545 

LY pt (209) 424-3806 (312) 944-2768 ($12) 57-0279 (214) 526-3482 (P13) 764-1520 
He (213) (313) 288-0335 (513) 874-2283) (714) S37-79139 C917) 282-5115 

| cay (313) 465-9551 Peta) 938-9043 (714) 545-0761 0915) 504-5393 
Ab 6713) (313) 477-4471 (602) O66-025a (714) 571-5550 
B87) 0213) (319) 484-0732 (602) BRE-0258 (714) 582-9557 
Y H] (243) 67S-po03 (313) 569-2063 (402) H55-14B4 (714) 582-9957 

ZAG (213) 707-4008 (602) 957-4428     

 



Nick's Easy Guide to CCITT Signalling Systems 

The cers has set standards for signalling 
systems in uso throughout the corld. Alnost al 

for our beloved MF tones so don't 
to try experimenting wath 

archaic systens. This inzormation is 
from the 1975 CCITT Orange Book 

#1. This is an old international systen 
using $00720 hz sagnalling. 

The 500 hz © interrupted at 20 hz to sen 
one-way line & reyister signals. Still used an 
Mozambique. 

CCITT #2. A proposed internationcl system that 
didn't catch on. It uses 6007750 hz in a single 
frequency Signalling system. 3s s to PR British 
because it's used in South Africa. New aland, * 
and Austrailia. 

ccrITr 

      

   

  

  

                    

Abznatzens “are . 

    

This eqgere _to signaling system RI. which 18 shoun a¢ 
leit 2 the above chart pa 3 extra 

12, and ? i sus peee this YaRweun code 

  

shane sid es "be e shown on the fia I 
“Tighe of the above 

cad 
sac guess vehat 1300-1/00 is code BV in 

Sereray SIGKAL SUBSETS 
22t 

rer operator hes 
delay orerator 
tersanad call 
transit call 
extra signal 

> 
a
v
a
 » 

< 
z 

- (probably BV) 
a 

(details in TAP 454 ) ‘Ome Control Signals 
coin collec 
coin return 
ging back 

(Traffic Service Position System? 
trunk type in TSPS. 

      

  

  

      

  
  

  

- 1 * dizits (coin station) 
CCLTT #3. - G + digits (coin station? qt uot ofthe qazly in-band signalling systens, = | + digits (noneesn) 

ugas 2 z for bot ine yagistar signals. = * : 
Nearly all terminal Europann traf” fic is O + digits (nonsoind 
with this systen. Hotica the French in 
Ghere this System *s used! France, Austr USE OF FREQUENCIES IN SELECTED SIGNALLING SYSTEMS 
Jamaica, Poland. Thailand. and ATEZY. . 

RIz05 Rz-tud 

ere eth 1 band system, th | m pee task er one in-ban system, 1s one using 3 wi 

2040 and 2400 for and-to-end transaission of Frequency | | | 1 I Po ‘Lhavs an bes for car oan 
line and edpentar signals. Widely us ---- ~[aRat = -[o-- fo" 1-4-1 -"-1 computerization. If com. 
international traffic in Euro and suitable for 500 I InNval ! ' | puters ever get top powerful. 

both term- inal and transit traffic. Said to have 540 1 1 | 1 [el | we can organme them inte 
slow se for satellite links ond cannot he used 660 1 I { | 1x | committees. That li do them 
on TASI-equipped systems. Used in Italy, 700 («| | | { ' ‘a. 
Argentina, Kenya, Syzia, and Uganda. 739 | ! | \ | x] | — Julie Andrews 

ccrTT 25. 1020 ! I ( 1 \ x txt 
This is our favorite in-band system. It uses 1100 tx] | | { 1 

2400 and 2600 for link-by-link trensrission of 1140 1 1 [ue lw 
line signals and a 2-of-o code for ras, 1260 1 ! 1 ! ! 1x 
transmission gister signals. “he code 1300 Iw | ! ! | | | 
uses 6 drequgncies (700, 90071103, 1203, 150006 1900) 1360 | ' ! Ix | \# 
in a schema that I'm sure all of you are familiar 1500 x I ! tx | ! 1 
with. 1620 ' | | tw t-x | 

sed for TASI ae subs aan na ganley and 1700 1 | 1 1 | ! 
suitable for both totdine t = 1760 | 1 | x | 1 x 
This is the ourrent world standa= 1860 ! x I ! | 
every other system can interact :: 1900 | {x | | { | | . 

1980 | | |x x 
cerTT 95 bis. 2100 1 “| I ‘ \ | 

his 13 very similar to @5 excapt a gaurd and 2220 | neal { 
TASI- iookins frequency of 1850 hx 1s used for 2300 ! x | ' ! | 
transmission of sis signals. 2340 1 ! Insal ' 1 

2460 | | (nal | | 
CCITT 86. ig 2500 «x | ! 

This se to be the wave of the suse I 2530 1 1 Insal 1 | 
sure you have read about it so I uon't try goo te at Ot ‘Your Access Code Tom, input Your 
explain. This is an out-of-band signalling ioaten iis fete tot) f Aseess Codelr” 

hat is strictly digital. The connection 1s nade 29 | 1 | { | i 
and hefiine. ie enifestthe 3 to ore you gee Soptres — _ 
of the line. Here lies the great challenge o a 
80's. Get the details in VOL VI.2 of the Orange Freqdehciss in, 120 he iusremenss ts" S40 ha. 
Rook. Frequcicies marked N/A fit in sequence but 
CCITT RI. h no Known use. 

This is Regional System ATCT heads u CARRIER CONTROLLED COIN CONTROL 

  

pt this 
the similarities 

  

va and you can easily 
tueen this system and ecint In gact about 

the only difference is that R1 does not have 2400 
hz signallinc and cannot fe teed git 
TASI-equipped systems. This statenent indicates a 
ossibla connactaon vetueen 2400 he and TASI. What 
oes 2400 hz do y? I can't find any fetaxence 

to it in my literature. 

ccrTT 

3 a     
#5 

  

R2. 
eC AI TY Roush. ones is Regional System 2. 

#5 because it uses a 
However this 

backward 
= for transmission 
familiar 2600 nz. 
° 15 1s not casy 

ous: forvard- 
backward 

ceuister 

  

nals instead of 
out-of-ba 

the 
r 

     162 
30a. 1e20, 

Notice that tha spacing Setueen frequencies 
120 h2 while me spacing petween trequencies on 
TT $5 is 200 This system scems ‘to be 

compatable with th litary AUTOVON syst I 
havo written a seperate article speculating on the 
RUTOVON sygnalling system which I'm submitting at 
the gana tl 

  

is 
c 

  

Mick Haflinger 

  

  

900 1100 1300 1500 1700 

! T T T T 
700 | 1 | 2 cc | 4 | 7 | 11 sT3Pt 

1 
900 | 

| --222--- | ----+--- | -2----+- | -------- | -------- 
1100 ° 1 16 19 | KP CR 

! KPT 
| -------- | -------- | -------- | -------- | ----=--- 

1300 | ? ST2Pl 

  

  

“The sin frequencies provide 15 possible 
combinations. Ten combinations a used dor 

or Signals 
(st) of 

  

digits 0 to 9 anclusave and one 
andicating the beginning 
pulsing 

Peed aad end 
zal signals 

‘Notes on Distance Dialing‘ 
   

  

sr enuency 

° 
the remaining three combinations are used 

(sec 5 p33) 

_ Sime the norwal DC coin control signals cannot be used on 
fOUCH-TONE exchanges, Bell has come up with two other methods of 
cain control. The first of theee is know as MULTIPLE WINK CODY 
CONTROL (MNCC). 

syeten was designed for TSPS and it provides the 

. Take special note of the OPERATOR ATTACHED and OPERATOR 
signals. ( Trout in TAP#37 asked about this) 

‘The OFERATUR ATTACHED signal is used to disable the keywet 

  

ahould have a duration of 70-130 ms and 
should be 100-150 ms apart when sent (75-155 ma received). 

The second methed is imown as INBAND COIN CONTROL (ICC). 

refers to the emtible tones used for control. “e know these 

important bit to remember is that the pay phone will 

ICC MP tones until it has been prepared by an on-hook 

dis the same as the OPERATOR RELEASED signal mtioned 
MF tone should start about 60 ms after the wink ends, 

the tone should last 900 ms. The wink, from start to finish, 
last about 350 m. 

One application of his information would be to design a 
special mite that cives the calling party their coins back. 
Tt may also be possible to OPERATOR ATTACH a pay station and 
prevent the operator from regaining control. 

  

TABLE I. 

# WINKS FUNCTION AVEFORM TONES 

1 operator released _ fel. 
2 operator attached Ge LeleL_ 
3 coin co: t 700 + 1100 
4 coin return 1190 + 1700 
5 ring back 700 + 1700



  

MORE on AUTOVON 

IT really enjoyed Ted Vail's discussion of AUTOVON (TAP 60) 
and it started the old synapses firing again. I think the answer 
has been right in front of us all the time. Let's start with 
Some basic facts about AUTOVON and MaBELL. 

1) AUTOVOH uses BELL's long distance lines. 
2) It follous that AUTOVON signaling must be compatable, 
3) All CCITT analog signaling systems used in America are 

'2-of-6' codes with 6 evenly spaced frequencies as a base. 
4) the pilitarys doesn't have the ability to create their own 

system. 

It looks like the "USAF ‘412L' matrix is just like the BELL 
Touch Tone matrix. These are both 2-of-8 codes and as far as I 
know they can only used to transmit digits to the central 
office. Lets compare the two matrices side by side. Note that 
the BELL frequencies are metricaly spaced while the AUTOVON 
frequencies are evenly spaced. 

1 1209 1336 1477 1633 | 1620 1740 1860 1980 

697 | 1 2 3 A 1o20 | 1 2 3 FO 
770 t 4 5 6 B 1140 | & 5 6 F 
852 | 7 6 9 c 1260 7 8 9 I 
941 = 0 a D 1380 9 

Bell Touch Tone AUTOVON Touch Tone 

AUTOVON doesn't use * and #, and the A,B,.C,D has been 
replaced with FO,F.I,P. These letters designate which priority 
class you request for your call. FO is FLASH OVERIDE, F is 
FLASH, I is INMEDIATE. and FP is PRIORITY. P is the lowest 
riority class and FO is the highest class available. Don't try 
o use it. 

The ‘priority revuest' first handled on the calling end 
to see if the desired class is available. If not a caller is 
bumped off and the higher priority takes his line. Once an 
eutgoing line is captured the called number is translated into 
‘MF’ tones and processed. One of the digits in this 12-digit 
number is the IDENTIFICATION DIGIT, which Bell uses to dis- 
tinguish pay Prenes « home phones, and hotel phones. I believe 
AUTOVON uses this dagit to carry priority information to the 
called party. 

is 

The article raised some questions in my mind so I refered to 
my references and found some interesting data in the CCITT 
‘Orange Book. AUTOVON has many points of similarity with BELL 
signaling system R2. R2 uses 2 sets of 6 Frequencies (two 
2-of-6 codes) for independent foruard and backward signaling. 
These frequencies are listed below and the reader can construct 
a@ matrix for study if desired. 

Forward: 1380, 1500, 1620. 1740, 1860, and 1980. 
Backward: 1140, 1020, 900, 780, 660, and 540. 

Some of these frequencies (1020, 1140, 1380, 1620, 1740 and 
1860) are used in the AUTOVON Touch Tone. One other frequency is 
used in the AUTOVON TT, and it should come as no ©+prise that 

1260 is this frequency. Notice that all R2 frequencies are 
spaced 120 hz apart and 1260 is between the forward and backward 
frequencics. Also note that the AUTOVON grequencics are bounded 
by 900-1500 hz and 1500-2100 hz. Refer to the table at the end 
of this article. 

This brings up the possibility that AUTOVON is only a 
special case of R2. If this is true then we have problems 
because R2 does not use in-band line controls. R2 uses 3825 hz 
out-of-band control for line signals and as a TASI-locking 
frequency. 

Of course we know the military and they couldn't come up 
with this system by themselves. It's possible that the 412L 
system is only used for touch tone and the frequencies were 
chosen for convienence. . 

This seems likely because the Army TA341 system seems to £it 
in with the RI¢#5 system quite well. It also seems compatable 
with the international signaling systems where AF 412L is not. 

Let's draw out ‘the BELL matrix and the hemy TA341 matrix for 
comparison. Take the BELL matrix and add 1200 he to every 
frequency. 

900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1 2100 2300 2500 2700 2900 

yoo! } 2 4& 7 WW 1900 | & 8 OF 3 ? 
900 | 3 5 12 2100 | 7 9 ? 

1100 | 6 9 KP 2300 | 2 6 ? 
1300 } 0 KP2 £500 | 5 ? 
1500 ! ST 2700 | ? 

Bell MF tones AUTOVON MF tones 

Well.need I say more? The only thing missing is the order of 
KP,ST.etc in the AUTOVON system. I suspect they will he the same 
as BELL. Both matrices represent a 2-of-6 code. Since Bell long 
distance lines are used in the AUTOVON system, it seems 
reasonable that AUTOVON would use a compatable signaling system. 

is possible that AUTOVON MF tones are converted o BELL 
i placed on_the long distance network. 

Bell has special equipment to 
Surely someone car 

MF tones before heing 
Another possibility is that 1 . 
subtract’ 1200 hz £rom each signalling tone. 
find out and let me know. 

Write me in care of TAP 
Nick Haflinger 

Locksmiths pick away at Caan’s ‘Thief’ 

of their property and possessions, and create a In a tele jone interview, “Thief” direc- 

Readers with scanners might wish to tune their 
attention to the following frequencies which 
are used by Ma Bell's maintenance crews: 

Primarily used in rural and suburban areas- 
Base & Mobiles: 35.16 151.985 MHz 
Mobiles only: 43.16 158.34 MHz 

Primarily used in metropolitan areas: 
451.30 451.325 451.35 451.40 451.45 451.50 

In some heavily populated areas the following 
frequencies may secondarily be used when all 
other frequencies are assiqned: 

451.175 451.225 451.275 451.375 451.425 
451.475 451.525 451.575 451.625 451.675 
462.475 462.525 

Additionally, the following frequencies are 
available in selected metro areas as noted: 
Boston MA 471.3125 to 471.3875 MHz 
Los Angeles CA 473.3125 471.4125 507.3125 
507.4125 MHz 

New York NY 472.9625 472.9875 478.9625 
478.9875 MHz 

Mobile telephone operators are most often found 
operating on: 152,51 152.54 152.57 152.60 
152,63 152,66 152,69 152,72 152,75 152,78-- 
there are also other frequencies used between 
454,375 and 454.65. Not all frequencies used 
in all areas. Ship-to-shore 
often heard ont 161,80 161,8 

hone, calls most 
161,90 161.95 

162,00 161,825 161,875 161.925 161,975, A 
listina of mobile operator & ship-to-shore 
frequencies used at spectfic locations is 
called TELE-COMM and is available for $3.95, 
pod, from CRB Research. Box 56, Commack NY 
11725, 

Postal breakthroughs 
WASHINGTON — While many people 

fave complained about a first-class stam 
ing up from 13 cents to 15 cents, the U.S. 

ostal Service is very proud of It. 

T talked to one of the men who developeo 
the 15-cent stamp and he considers it one 
of the greatest breakthro in mail deli- 
very since the invention of the zip code. 

“For years we've dreamed of a 15-cent 
stamp, but it is one thing to have the con- 
cept and another to make It a reality, Ever 
since the people upstairs said ae wanted 
it, we have been working day night to 
develop one according to their needs.” 

“What spectfically did they want?” 
"They said they wanted a stamp lighter 

in weight so we could get more letters on 
an airplane. At the same time it had to 
take a beating from hail and snow and 
sleet. The stamp also had to be flexible 
enough to bend when It was bought in rolls 
instead of sheets. And the most important 
Fequirement was that it could not be used 

tan when the post office failed to cance! 

“How did you solve the last problem?" 
“That was the most difficult,” he sald. 

“Thé post office has been losing between 
$10 million and $20 million a year because 
when people got a letter with a stamp that 
was not canceled they steamed it off and 
osed it again. This is a federal crime, but 

“very few federal attorneys will prose- 
cate. 

“They say It 16 too difficult to find a jury 
that will convict someone for recycling a 
postage stamp. So the people upstairs told 

ts we had to come up with a stamp that 
couldn't be used twice. It wasn't an easy 
assignment. The first thing we developed 
was a glue with an explosive base. When a 
person tried to pry off an uncanceled 
stamp from a letter, the stamp would blow 

his hand off. We thought we had the solu- 
tion, but the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration raised objections 

“Blessed are the young, 
for they shall inherit the 
national debt.” — Herbert 

Hoover. “ 

Four arrested in 

so we had to go back to the drawing 
board.” 

“That was tough luck," I said, ‘because 
it would have done away with the 

“Then we came up with a blue dye. If 
you tried to get the stamp off the envelope 
you would be covered from head to foot 
with this indelible dye, and then our postal 
inspectors would be able to make a fool- 
proof drrest.”” 

“The people upstairs didn't go for 
that?" 

“They did, but the postal workers kept 
getting the dye all over their clothes and 
poet the service to pay for new uni- 
lorms."’ 

“What was the answer?" 

“A secret glue which makes it imposs- 
Ible to steam the stamp off. It self-des- 
tructs if anyone tampers with It after it 
bas been stuck on an envelope. It's the big- 
gest breakthrough since the invention of 
air mail.” 

“Will the new 15-cent stamp speed up 
the delivery of mail?” 

“L should bope so. With less welght and 
more stable corners, our new 15-cent 
stamp could break the record from New 
York to Washington by 4 minutes. A first- 
class letter can int any place with- 
in 500 miles in less four days.”    

Ve 
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HOLLY} OOD — Jdmes Caan's next 

movie. “Thief,” is not due out until February, 
but already it has gotten its first review. 

The Professional Locksmiths Coordinat- 
ing Council of California and assorted safe 
manufacturers do not like the movie. Too 
graphic. they ay. 

. This time the issues are not sex, violence 
or four-letter words but graphic depiction of 
safecracking. 

“We believe the information this movie 
could provide to the criminal element would 
be used by them to deprive the general public 

fecling of insecurity and anger amongst those 
victims against whom such information may 
be used,” Kenneth R. Lussier Sr.. chairman of 
the Professional Locksmiths Coordinati 
Council of California, wrote the producers 
the film in a letter dated June 30. 

e e.e 
“We do not believe that the general pub- 

tic has the need to know how to drill a 
safe or otherwise gain entry into prohibited 
areas in which an individual, human or corpo- 
rate, secures his possessions,” Lussier 
continued. 

tor Michael Mann agreed the film is graphic 
— It does show sophisticated weys fo pick 
open a safe. 

"But criminalogically,” Mann said, “the 
. letter is inaccurate. You might know how to 
arin a safe eS seeing the movie, but you'd 
also have to have 15 years of experience to 
the methods shown into operation.” a 

Mann and Caan do not have that kind of 
experience, 90 they hired someone who did. 
The technical adviser on the film, Mann said, 

had worked as 9 burglar for nore than 8 dec- 

$6,000 flim-flam 
READINGTON TOWNSHIP | 

Authorities have arrested four persons in 
Connection with a fraudulent withdrawal 
scheme that temporarily netted $6,000 
from Citizens National Bank,police Detec- 
tive Dan Smith said yesterday. 

In the alleged “flim flam,” a bank 
account would be opened for $50, Smith 
aid. The next day, about §7,000 would be 

* depoaited with a phony check, and then 
someone would return 24 hours later to 
- withdraw §6,000, Smith said. 
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